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Abstract
Even though tsunami-caused damages mainly refer to ones from inundations and strong currents, recent observations reveal
that tsunami waves had significantly affected morphological features in the nearshore area. Since strong and sometimes
catastrophic currents are created by tsunami waves, the harbor area is also vulnerable to the morphological changes from tsunami
impacts. In this study, the morphological responses to the tsunami waves are examined through numerical simulations using
Xbeach model. As a real-scale implementation, 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami, one of the most destructive tsunamis in history is
attempted with a focus on the localized effects of tsunami waves on sedimentation at the Crescent City Harbor. The tsunami
physics are known to be less predictable in the nearshore area because of the complex geometric features and the existence of
various types of turbulence sources, it is much important to recreate tsunami current field more accurately for the sediment
calculations. To this end, a multi-grids and multi-physics tsunami model is preferred for the better reproduction of current fields
by tsunami waves in the nearshore. Results on velocity fields computed by tsunami model show that strong and catastrophic
currents with large coherent structures were induced by tsunami waves in the harbor area(Son and Lynett, 2015). Such pre-
calculated wave fields during tsunami events are then input to Xbeach model to simulate sedimentation process in the area of
interest. Bathymetric changes predicted by Xbeach model reveal that strong velocity fields which had been successfully generated
through the tsunami model resulted severe sedimentation processes of scouring and deposition which is consistent with the
observation.
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1. Introduction
It has long been an extreme disaster for coastal society to encounter tsunami waves occurred infrequently and
unexpectedly at the nearshore. Tsunami-caused damages are generally regarded as any environmental, economic and
life loss from inundations and strong currents. Latest experiences on tsunami waves, however suggest that significant
changes in the morphological configurations of the nearshore area may be resulted from tsunami-induced
currents(Son and Lynett, 2015). Owing to the energetic current fields formed by tsunami waves, sediments are
expected to be transported very actively and thus changes bathymetry. To the recent date, rarely studied are the
morphological changes from tsunami impacts(e.g., Sugawara et al., 2014).
The present study aims to examine the morphological responses of harbor area to the tsunami waves through
numerical simulations using process-based model, Xbeach. Xbeach is a process-based two-dimensional numerical
model and it solves the hydrodynamics of short wave, long wave, wave-induced setup and unsteady currents as well
as morphodynamical changes by waves and currents. In Xbeach, a hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic model are
available: the latter will be adopted in this study. Since non-hydrostatic terms in governing equations are known to
be important in calculating nearshore hydrodynamics(Son et al., 2011), non-hydrostatic model is used for modeling
tsunami-caused sedimentation. In the non-hydrostatic solver, all processes related to sedimentations are simulated at
the same time and specifically, the non-linear shallow water equations including a non-hydrostatic pressure calculate
depth-averaged hydrodynamic properties such as velocities and pressures.
This paper is organized as follows; In upcoming section, Xbeach model is briefly introduced along with the
background equations and numerical schemes. Before we apply the model to tsunami waves, it needs to be examined
if user-defined boundary condition is successfully adopted and thus generated in Xbeach. Thus in section 3, an
idealized test case with monochromatic long waves propagating over sloping beach is designed and performed. After
completion of test case to confirm that user-defined wave conditions can be well generated in Xbeach without any
re-reflection issue at the offshore boundary, real tsunami event, 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami is simulated with a focus
on the localized effects of tsunami waves on sedimentation at the Crescent City Harbor. Near the harbor area, it is
expected that the complex features of geometry and the existence of various types of turbulence sources make it
much harder to predict hydrodynamic environments created by tsunamis. Accordingly, to recreate tsunami current
fields more accurately in Xbeach, a multi-grids and multi-physics tsunami model is preferred(Son et al, 2011). For
the better reproduction of current fields by tsunami waves in Xbeach, previous results on velocity fields computed
by tsunami model have been utilized(Son and Lynett, 2015). The result shows that strong and catastrophic currents
with large coherent structures were induced by tsunami waves in the harbor area. Such pre-calculated wave conditions
will be input to Xbeach to model sedimentation process in the area of interest.
Nomenclature
E wave energy
gC group velocity
Cϑ refraction speed in theta-space
Sink effects of wave breaking and bottom friction
s and n grid directions
s and n grid distances
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2. Xbeach Model
In the present study, we performed numerical simulations on tsunami-induced morphologic changes using Xbeach
model(Roelvink et al., 2010). This section gives brief introductions on Xbeach model including governing equations
and numerical schemes.
2.1. Model description
Xbeach is a two-dimensional, open-source numerical model which solves the hydrodynamic processes of short
wave, long wave, wave-induced setup and unsteady currents as well as morphodynamical changes by waves and
currents. It supports two modes: a hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic model. In the hydrostatic mode, the short wave
transformation is calculated separately from the rest processes while all processes are solved simultaneously in the
non-hydrostatic model. In latter case, depth-averaged flow due to waves and currents are computed using the non-
linear shallow water equations including a non-hydrostatic pressure. The depth-averaged dynamic pressure is derived
in a method similar to a one-layer version of the SWASH (Zijlema et al. 2011). The depth averaged dynamic pressure
is computed from the mean of the dynamic pressure at the surface and at the bed by assuming the dynamic pressure
at the surface to be zero and a linear change over depth.
Xbeach solves wave action balance equation for short wave, the roller energy equation for wave breaking, the
nonlinear shallow water equations for longwaves, sediment transport and bed update. Using the wave group varying
mass flux associated with the short and rollers, the Generalized Lagrangian Mean(GLM) approach is used to obtain
Eulerian flow velocities. The linkages between the primary modelling components are shown as (Williams et al.,
2012)
Fig. 1. Links between the primary modelling components of Xbeach. (William et al.(2012))
2.2. Numerical implementation
Grid set-up
The governing equations are solved by using a curvilinear, staggered grid where depths, water levels, wave action
and sediment concentrations are given in the cell centers and velocities and sediment fluxes at the cell interfaces.
Here, we will only introduce the numerical scheme for wave action balance (see manual for details)
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Wave action balance
The time-varying wave action balance solved in Xbeach is as follows:
, ,g u g vEC EC ECE Sink
t s n
ϑ
ϑ
	 	 		     
	 	 	 	
(1)
where E is the wave energy or wave action, gC is the group velocity, Cϑ the refraction speed in theta-space and
Sink refers to effects of wave breaking and bottom friction. The grid directions are named s and n , and grid
distances are denoted by s and n . Since, the advection terms are the only affected by the curvilinear scheme,
the procedure to compute the wave energy fluxes across the cell boundaries is outlined as follows:
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The other fluxes are computed in a similar way (see the manual). The time integration is explicit by adding the
four fluxes and dividing by the cell area.
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3. Tsunami-induced Morphologic Changes
Xbeach is a well-established model for imposing the externally-generated wave conditions on its model
boundaries and has been validated through a number of exemplary tests on it. In this section, as a practical application
of the model, Xbeach is used to simulate morphologic changes induced by tsunami waves. To this end, 2011 Tohoku-
oki tsunami records are utilized as boundary inputs in the simulation.
It is previously known that tsunamis have great potentials to transport sediments and thus change nearshore
morphology severely (e.g., Apotsos et al., 2011). Thus, it is important to estimate tsunami currents accurately in the
nearshore area in evaluating morphological changes during tsunami events. For precise estimations of current fields
from far-field tsunami waves in the nearshore area, a multigrid and multi-physics model developed by Son et al.
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(2011) is applied to 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami event(Son and Lynett, 2015). Modeling area, Crescent City harbor
located in US west coast is shown in Figure 2 along with the indication of model boundaries and the incident wave
direction. Figure 3 depicts resultant wave profiles at the offshore point of 25m water depth of Crescent City Harbor,
and which are supposed to be generated in Xbeach. Therefore the simulation focuses on the localized effects of
tsunami waves on sedimentation process near the Crescent City Harbor.
Fig. 2. Crescent City harbor area taken from Google map. Yellow box defines Xbeach model domain and its boundaries, and the red arrow
indicates incident tsunami wave direction.
Fig. 3. Offshore boundary condition generated in Son and Lynett(2015)
In Xbeach simulation, relatively fine grid sizes (10m) are set for both dx and dy, and the wave signals extracted
from Son and Lynett(2015) is applied at  the offshore front boundary(see Fig. 2). Targeted waves are generated as
intended without any re-reflection issue at the offshore boundary. A non-hydrostatic solver is used for the simulation
since non-hydrostatic pressure terms cannot be ignored in the nearshore area, as addressed previously. The physical
parameters generally used in the sedimentation modelling have also been set for the case. The D50 and D90,
representative median grain sizes of sediment mixture required for Xbeach inputs are valued at 1.5mm and 3mm,
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respectively, which are generally used for coarse sands. Specific gravity is 2.65 and the porosity of the seabed is 0.4.
Time step is varying automatically decided by CFL condition (= 0.7 in this study). To take the effect of wave breaking
into account, wave breaking closure model developed by Roelvink(1993) has been activated throughout the
simulation. At lateral boundaries, Neumann boundary condition has been imposed to assume no flux at boundary.
Fig. 4. Snapshots of free surface elevations at Crescent City Harbor during 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami events.
Figure 4 shows simulated results on free surface elevations around the Crescent City Harbor during tsunami events.
It is found that very energetic current fields are generated and result in erosions and sedimentations during the
simulation. Resultant bathymetric change near the harbor area is also shown in Figure 5, which tells about scouring
and erosional patterns caused by tsunami waves. Some erosions have been found near the entrances of both inner-
and outer- harbors, which are thought to be resulted from strong current fields. This tendency is also seen in the
observed data provided in Wilson et al.(2012). The depth changes in scouring and erosion area have fair agreement
with the observations while some errors have been found near the edge of the entrance.
Fig. 5. Bathymetric changes at 3hrs after tsunami arrives at Crescent City Harbor.
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4. Conclusions
In this study, we performed simulation-based study on morphologic changes by tsunami waves in the nearshore
area. Simulations were carried out using a process-based model, Xbeach, which is widely used for coastal
sedimentation processes in recent years. The performance of Xbeach to generate user-defined wave conditions is
checked through an idealized test case, which includes monochromatic wave propagation over sloping beach, but
this case is not presented in the paper. Then, we applied 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami events(Son and Lynett, 2015) to
Xbeach model to investigate bathymetric changes caused by tsunami waves. Successfully simulated were
morphodynamic changes in the near-harbor area during the tsunami event when compared with observations, even
though some errors exist near the edge of harbor entrances. To improve the simulation results, more accurate
parameters needs to be provided for simulation such as grain size and porosity. Additionally, further study for
simulation sensitivity to the grain size and various types of closure models can be proposed to examine what causes
some discrepancies between simulated results and observations.
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